A Survey on Landslide Susceptibility Mapping Using Soft Computing Techniques
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Abstract: Landslide is a common phenomenon especially in tectonically fragile and sensitive mountainous terrain which causes damage to both human lives and environment. The complex geological setting of the areas in the mountainous region makes the land highly susceptible to landslides. Hence, landslide susceptibility mapping is an important step towards landslide hazard and risk management. The accurate prediction of the occurrence of the landslide is difficult and in the recent years various models for landslide susceptibility mapping has been presented. GIS is a key factor for the modeling of landslide susceptibility maps. This paper presents the review of ongoing research on various landslide susceptibility mapping techniques in the recent years.
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I. Introduction

Landslides are among the great destructive factors which cause lots of fatalities and financial losses all over the world every year [4]. It has been estimated that, on an average, the damage caused by landslides in the Himalayas costs more than US$ one billion, besides causing about 200 deaths every year, which amounts to 30% of such losses occurring world-wide [5]. Hence, it is important to predict landslide susceptibility of landslide prone areas and thus the study of landslide susceptibility mapping has become one of the major areas of research.

The objective of landslide susceptibility map is to predict the areas where the slope failure is most likely to occur. According to Brabb. E.E landslide susceptibility is defined as the likelihood of a landslide occurring in an area on the basis of local terrain conditions. It is the degree to which a terrain can be affected by slope movements, i.e., an estimate of “where landslides are likely to occur” [7]. There are various factors on which the accuracy of a landslide susceptibility map depends, they are (i) Modeling assumptions i.e. the likelihood of the landslide to occur in future under the same conditions that has led to landslide occurrences in the past. (ii) Landslide inventory map (iii) quality of relevant thematic and environmental data, including maps showing morphological, geological, and land use conditions prone to landslides [16]. (iv) Modeling approach adopted for the susceptibility assessment. However, the techniques adopted for landslide susceptibility mapping can be broadly classified into direct and indirect techniques or, into qualitative and quantitative [6] though the accuracy of each method depends upon the various parameter selection.

In direct mapping, the geomorphologist, based on his experience and knowledge of the terrain conditions determines the degree of susceptibility directly [9]. In indirect mapping, statistical or deterministic models are used to predict the landslide prone areas, based on the information obtained from the interrelation between landslide conditioning factors and landslide distribution [9]. Qualitative methods are a relatively subjective approach that represents the prone levels of a landslide in descriptive expressions based on decisions of experts [10][11][12][13][14]. Quantitative models use a numerical assessment of the relationship between slope instability and other controlling factors [15]. Quantitative methods depend closely on mathematical models [17].

Although both quantitative and qualitative approaches, have their own advantages and disadvantages, however, quantitative approach is widely preferred over the qualitative approach because of its feature of non-dependence over human judgments and over the recent years, GIS has been extensively used along with these approaches as it facilitates the production of landslide maps, reducing the time and resources required for their compilation and systematic update[18] thereby solving problems related to the production, update and visualization of landslide maps [18].

Quantitative approach can broadly be classified into three categories viz. deterministic analysis, statistical methods, and artificial intelligence techniques. These techniques rely mostly on the mathematical models and less on human judgments unlike the qualitative approach and thus tend to give a comparatively more
accurate result. However, there is no universally accepted method of producing landslide susceptibility maps [18].

1.1 Deterministic Approach

The deterministic or physically based models are based on the physical laws of conservation of mass, energy and momentum [21]. This approach is based on numerical expression of the relation between controlling factors and landslide. It focuses on site investigation based on soil thickness, soil strength, underground water pressure, slope geometry etc. and analysis using deterministic distributed model approach which helps us understands landslide location and timing.

As this approach requires a detailed geotechnical and hydro geological data, it can only be used for the small and relatively homogenous areas.

1.2 Statistical Approach

This approach does the prediction of future landslide areas by measuring the combinations of variables that have led to landslide occurrence in the past [24]. Landslide susceptibility mapping uses either multivariate or bivariate statistical approaches [23].

1.2.1 Bivariate Statistical Analysis: In bivariate statistical analysis, each causal factor map is combined with the landslide distribution map and weighting values based on landslide densities are calculated for each causal factor class. The most commonly used techniques for bivariate statistical analysis are, weights of evidence, information value, and frequency ratio.

1.2.1 Multivariate Statistical Analysis: In multivariate statistical analysis, the weights of causal factors controlling landslide occurrence indicate the relative contribution of each of these factors to the degree of hazard within a defined land unit [17]. The most commonly used techniques for multivariate statistical analysis are logistic regression, discriminant analysis & cluster analysis.

1.3 Soft Computing Techniques

At times, some of the landslide contributing parameters cannot be modeled because of the complex nature of the landslide phenomena [18]. Hence, application of new techniques that are concerned with or represent the nonlinearity of landslide susceptibility assessments becomes of utmost importance.

The main focus of this paper is to present recent developments of various techniques that use soft computing techniques for landslide susceptibility mapping using GIS.

II. Related Work

Over the recent years, soft computing techniques for land-slide susceptibility mapping have gained significant importance as these techniques are concerned with the use of nonlinear models that can be applied to the multi-source data analysis and classification with respect to landslide [18]. There are various soft computing techniques that can be use, however, some of the commonly used soft computing techniques that have been discussed here are fuzzy logic, artificial neural networks and support vector machines.

2.1 Artificial Neural Networks

Biswaajet Pradhan proposed a model for land-slide susceptibility mapping using artificial neural network using the back propagation algorithm. Five different training samples were selected to train the ANN in order to avoid bias effect in the final results. Here, nine geological and geomorphological factors including, topographic slope, topographic aspect, topographic curvature, distance to drainage, lithology, distance to faults, soil texture, landcover and normalized difference vegetation index (ndvi) were taken into account to predict the landslide susceptible areas. The results of the landslide susceptibility maps were validated using the existing landslide location data with the aid of receiver operating characteristics (ROC) approaches. This approach gave a minimum accuracy of 82.92% and a maximum accuracy of 92.59%. The ROC curve explains how well the model and attributed predict the landslide and thus assist the area under curve (AUC) to make the predictions more accurately [27].

Isik Yilmaz proposed models for landslide susceptibility mapping using Frequency Ratio, Logistic Regression, Artificial Neural Networks and then a comparative study of all these three models were made. Here, eight geological and geomorphological factors including, geology, faults, drainage system, topographical elevation, slope angle slope aspect, topographic wetness index (TWI) and stream power index(SPI) were taken into ac-count to predict the landslide susceptible areas. The validation of these models was done using area under curve (AUC) values. The ideal range of values ranges from .5 to 1. The model that
used artificial neural network using feed forward back propagation algorithm gave highest accuracy with an AUC value of 0.852[28].

2.2 Fuzzy Logic
Mohammad Parsa Sadr et.al proposed a model for landslide susceptibility mapping using hybrid Analytic Hierarchy Process and Fuzzy logic. Here, causative factors that were taken into account were vegetation, geomorphology, Tectonic and Lithology. The validation of the results were done using area under curve (AUC) o and receiver operating characteristics (ROC) approaches. In this study, the AUC value was found to be 0.782 which indicates that the prediction precision of the acquired map was 81.02 %.as compared to the ideal value of 100% [29].

Dieu Tien Bui, Biswajeet Pradhan et.al. proposed a model for landslide susceptibility mapping using Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). Here, ten causative factors were taken into account which comprised of slope aspect, curvature, lithology, land use, soil type, rainfall, distance to roads, distance to rivers, and distance to faults. A total of six ANFIS models with the hybrid training algorithm and six different membership functions (Gaussmf, Gauss2mf, Gbellmf, Sigmf, Dsigmf, Psigmf) were used. The validation of the model was done using area under the curve (AUC). The model with Sigmf has the highest AUC value of 0.848 [30].

2.3 Support Vector Machine
Hamid Reza Pourghasemi et.al proposed a model for landslide susceptibility mapping using support vector machine (SVM). Here, fourteen causative factors were taken into account which were slope degree, slope aspect, altitude, plan curvature, profile curvature, tangential curvature, surface area ratio (SAR), lithology, land use, distance from faults, distance from rivers, distance from roads, topographic wetness index (TWI) and stream power index (SPI). Here, six different types of kernel classifiers such as linear, polynomial degree of 2, polynomial degree of 3, polynomial degree of 4, radial basis function (RBF) and sigmoid were used for landslide susceptibility mapping and the validation of these classifiers were done using success rate and relative operating characteristics curve (ROC) by comparing the existing landslide locations with the six landslide susceptibility maps. The validation results showed that success rates for six types of kernel models vary from 79.3% to 87.8% [6].

Dieu Tien Bui et.al has given a comparative study of three approaches namely support vector machines SVM, decision tree DT, and Naïve Bayes NB models for spatial prediction of landslide hazards. The landslide susceptibility indexes were calculated using SVM, DT, and NB models. Here ten causative factors namely slope angle, slope aspect, relief amplitude, lithology, soil type, land use, distance to roads, distance to rivers, distance to faults, and rainfall were taken into account. Using these factors, landslide susceptibility indexes were calculated using SVM, DT, and NB models. The validations of these models were done using success-rate and prediction-rate. Models derived using Radial basis function (RBF) kernel SVM showed the highest prediction with AUC value of 0.961[31].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Neural Network</td>
<td>It allows a nonlinear relationship between the landslide and main susceptibility factors. They are independent of the statistical distribution of the data and thus specific assumptions with the multivariate data distribution were not required.</td>
<td>This technique demands the conversion of data to other format such as ASCII which again needs to be reconverted so that it can be incorporated with GIS. It also takes a longer execution time with heavy computing load.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy Logic</td>
<td>With the application of fuzzy logic, the model will have tolerance towards imprecision of data. Fuzzy logic method, because of the subjective degree of membership, leads to high prediction.</td>
<td>The choice of fuzzy operator should be done very carefully as it creates a huge impact, make the best prediction. In the areas that involves high mathematical description, the computing power poses as one of the restrictions for complete mathematical restriction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
<td>This method can easily make use of large input data with fast learning capacity and is well suited to nonlinear high-dimensional data modeling problems. It also provides promising perspectives in the landslide susceptibility mapping.</td>
<td>Efficiency of this technique depends on the choice of the kernel function parameter. Although Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a widely used classifier, it poses a very high algorithmic complexity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. Conclusion
In the recent years, soft computing techniques have been gaining popularity because it provides a predictable and better solution. However, it is observed that every soft computing technique have their own
advantage and disadvantages. Thus it would be ideal to have a hybrid model of these techniques. This hybrid models are becoming one of the major areas of research as models try to get the benefits of the various techniques used and at the same time it also tries to remove the individual disadvantages of each of the techniques by combining them on common features.
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